November 2013

A Message from the Dean

As we wind down fall semester and enter into the holiday season, I am pleased to see that fall semester has been a fantastic term, packed with many exciting events and filled with many success stories. We remain dedicated to student success, providing many opportunities for students to grow professionally and be prepared to launch their business careers.

Continue reading...

From Military Service in Iraq Back to Student and Entrepreneur

A special military veteran has returned to BGSU as a student and also an entrepreneur, opening up Inspect UR Gadget on West Wooster in BG.

Continue reading...

Student Finalists Announced for "The Hatch" 2014

FALCON HATCHERY

Find out which student entrepreneurs will pitch their business ideas in April to investors.

Continue reading...

Marketing Class Teams Up with Local Start-Up on Promotion

Our students are working with Branam Oral Health Technologies on a real-world project to promote a children’s toothpaste.

Continue reading...

Executive MBA Students Travel Abroad

With a global business economy, it is essential for students to get a first-hand look at foreign business operations.

Continue reading...

Calendar

Download the College of Business Calendar to your mobile device or computer calendar.

Students Compete in Sales Competitions This Fall: BGSU Winners Announced

BGSU is known for excelling in sales competitions. Our students have been very busy polishing their sales skills.

Continue reading...

MAcc Attacks Cancer by Participating in Relay for Life

Over half of the Master of Accountancy cohort teamed up for a major project that went beyond academics. They helped support a great cause.

Continue reading...
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